Synthesis and in vitro antitumor activity of oligonucleotide-tethered and related platinum complexes.
Three classes of hydroxy-tethered platinum(II) complexes have been synthesized from K(2)PtCl(4) and appropriate amino alcohols. A sequence of selective oxidation and hydrolysis has been developed to prepare hydroxy-tethered platinum(IV) complexes. A novel procedure for the synthesis of amminetrichloroplatinate(II) anion has been generated and used to synthesize a number of monohydroxy-tethered nonchelating platinum complexes. These tethered platinum complexes, including hydroxy-tethered, phosphoramidite-tethered, and monodeoxyribonucleotide-tethered platinum(II) and -(IV) complexes, have been examined in vitro for antitumor activity in both leukemia and ovarian cancer cell lines. Activity of some of these complexes was similar to cis-platin, and most of them showed much better potency than carboplatin. We observed an interesting structure-activity correlation for platinum(II) complexes for both PA-1 and SK-OV-3 ovarian cancer cell lines. However, platinum(IV) complexes showed much more diversified response among cancer cell lines studied. We observed enhanced selectivity among different cancer cell lines for some agents. The most promising is the monodeoxyribonucleotide-tethered platinum(IV) complex, which is the first analogue of the conjugates between a platinum fragment and monodeoxyribonucleotides, showing antitumor activity and selectivity among the cell lines. Finally, the p53 status of the cells appears to contribute to the effectiveness of these agents in that cells harboring wild-type p53 appear to be more sensitive to these agents.